Demographic Outlook for the EU in 2020: Understanding population trends in the EU

Tuesday 3 March 2020 | 13:30 - 15:00 hours
Library Reading Room, Altiero Spinelli Building, 5th floor
European Parliament, Brussels

PROGRAMME

13.30 Welcome by Anthony TEASDALE, Director General, European Parliamentary Research Service (EPRS), EP

13.40 Keynote remarks by Othmar KARAS, Vice-President of the European Parliament


14.10 Roundtable discussion with:

- Rainer MÜNZ, Expert in Demography and Migration, Knowledge Centre on Migration and Demography (KCMD), JRC, European Commission
- Deša SRSEN, Member of the cabinet of Dubravka ŠUICA, European Commission
- Daniela VONO DE VILHENA, Research Scientist, Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research; Scientific Coordinator, Population Europe

Moderator: Etienne BASSOT, Director, Members’ Research Service, EPRS

14.40 Questions and interventions from the floor

Please note that photographs, and audio and/or video recordings may be taken at this event and may be used on or in EPRS online platforms, publications and promotional material.